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Stay Warm
Created for extreme working conditions,
experience more from the corporate wardrobe
with Thermoskyn. The ultimate pioneering
fabric, it harnesses the power of nanotechnology
to make clothing work harder, longer.
Engineered to insulate and last, Thermoskyn provides high level
performance by pushing boundaries and using the latest innovative
protection. The only fabric to incorporate the superior stain, water
and oil resistant properties of nanotechnology, Thermoskyn is geared
to those that demand more from their working lives and the
equipment that lets them be their best.
Skyn technology helps the active worker control their body climate
with ease in order to aid concentration and promote
professionalism. It works by keeping the skin dry and cool in all
environments, so the worker remains focused on the job whatever it
throws at them.Practical at all levels, Thermoskyn requires low
maintenance so that energy can be channelled into life, not laundry.

Dress for the challenge!
Thermoskyn is available in a wide range of standard and bespoke
applications. Fast turnarounds, high quality product and exceptional
service levels are delivered alongside an extensive choice of size and
colour designed to surpass expectation and ensure high satisfaction.
Demand more from your budget.

Thermoskyn Stats:
• A breakthrough 100% polyester fleece developed using
nanotechnology and modified fibres.
• Wind and Water resistant.
• Insulative and breathable providing balanced temperature
control at all times.
• All Thermoskyn garments are supplied with Thermoskyn neck
label, swingtag and external side seam label (optional).
• Also benefiting from Thermoskyn fibre technology is a range of
EN 471 High Visibility garments called Brightskyn.

Tested to the Limits:

The Technology stripped back:
Raise your Nano IQ
Mimicking nature, chemicals in nanotechnology form a
molecular bond with the fabric. They don’t coat it. They
don’t wash off. They manipulate the individual structural
elements of the material for superior performance
without the sacrifice of comfort or fit.
Water Resistant
Inspired by the Lotus leaf, water slides down the fabric
instead of soaking into the material.

Thermoskyn is a high performance 100% polyester fleece fabric
developed specifically to keep the wearer dry, warm and
comfortable in all conditions and climates.

Oil Resistant
Oil is no longer a foe. Clothes last longer.
They don’t spoil.

Unrivalled in its sector, Thermoskyn test results validate all
information & claims herein and prove that the performance
capabilities of Thermoskyn garments are recognised as unrivalled
within their sector.

Advanced Insulation/Wind Resistance
Whatever nature throws at it, Thermoskyn protects and
insulates.

Test reports are available upon request

MADE FOR ACTION
T: +44 (0)1752 395 065 E: sales@skyns.co.uk.
www.skyns.co.uk/thermoskyn

Ultimate Pill Resistance.
Appearance is everything. The surface area is built
for heavy use and repetitive movement. It fights
abrasion.
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